Recent polling sponsored by Honest Elections Project Action shows Americans support many of the key provisions of House Republicans’ recently introduced and federalism-focused election integrity measure - the ACE Act - and disagree with many of the provisions put forth in the Democrats’ comprehensive federal election overhaul legislation. Despite inflamed rhetoric from figures such as President Biden, Barack Obama, and Marc Elias, election integrity remains popular.

**Election Integrity Measures Remain Popular**

**Every state should require a photo ID when voting.** Support for photo ID laws has grown to an astounding 88%, with 68% strongly agreeing that photo ID should be required when voting.
- 82% of Black and 83% of Hispanic voters favor photo ID laws.
- Only 9% of Americans think ID laws should be eliminated because some voters may not have an ID.
- 80% prefer to offer free IDs to voters who do not already have one—the solution adopted by every state with a photo ID law.

**Non-citizens and children should not be voting in elections.** Liberal cities like Washington, D.C. and New York City have passed laws enfranchising non-citizens and illegal aliens, but only 9% think non-citizens should be voting.
- 89% think that American elections should only be for American citizens, including 82% of Democrats, 80% of Black voters, and 78% of Hispanic voters.
- 72% of Americans reject lowering the voting age to 16.

**The public demands transparency and accountability in elections.**
- 86% of Americans think every election office should routinely undergo a full performance review and audit.

**Americans Support Responsible, But Not Unlimited, Mail-In-Voting Policies**

**Americans reject left-wing mail voting policies.** Left-wing activists demand all-mail elections, permanent mail voting lists, vote trafficking, and deadlines that let mail ballots come in days or weeks after Election Day. Americans embrace none of these goals.
- 76% of Americans think that voting in person is better than voting by mail.
- 73% reject automatically sending ballots without a voter’s request.
- 74% think that vote trafficking (harvesting) should be illegal.
- 89% believe every ballot should be received by Election Day.

**Americans support limiting mail voting in favor of early in-person voting.** 66% of Americans support ending no-excuse mail voting as long as states offer two weeks of early in-person voting, including weekends.
- 55% of Black and 69% of Hispanic voters support limiting mail voting to military service members, senior citizens, disabled voters, and citizens who will be absent on Election Day.

**Americans embrace two weeks or less of early in-person voting.** 78% of Americans believe states should offer 14 days or less of early in-person voting. 52% support just seven days or less of early voting.
- 59% of Black and 59% of Hispanic voters support just seven days or less of early in-person voting. 57% of Democrats agree.
- Just 13% of Americans embrace the progressive position that early voting should begin more than a month before Election Day.

**Americans Reject Foreign Influence in Election Administration**

78% of Americans think foreign nationals should not be influencing elections.
- Swiss billionaire Hansjörg Wyss has pumped $475 million into American politics through an array of dark money groups, including the progressive Arabella Advisors network.
- Hansjörg Wyss has funneled millions of dollars to New Venture Fund, a grant making entity in the Arabella Advisors network.
- New Venture Fund has given nearly $25 million to the Center for Tech and Civic Life (CTCL), the group behind “Zuck Bucks” in 2020 and that now leads the U.S. Alliance for Election Excellence, a collaborative of left-wing organizations influencing and bankrolling election administration offices.